Canterbury. Can their lives of prayer and service ever be reconciled? The Church and Crown collide when King Henry II names his reluctant friend Thomas Becket the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Becket or The Honour of God. written by Jean Anouilh, 1910-1987 (1959); directed by Shirley Jo Finney; performed by Asher Book, Kevin Daniels, 1976-.


“Becket” reminds me of “Julius Caesar”—simple, direct, with a library! Becket or, The honor of God /? [by] Jean Anouilh ; translated by Lucienne Hill.

Becket or The Honor of God: A Staged Reading. Set in Europe in the twelfth century, it follows the relationship between Thomas à Becket and Henry II as they grapple with their roles as churchman and king.

Becket or The Honor of God: A Staged Reading

Summary & Study Guide - BookRags.com

Waiting to be punished for his part in Becket’s murder, King Henry II re-lives his deeply felt relationship with the saint, once his dearest friend and mentor. Becket; or, The Honor of God Alexander Street, a ProQuest Company 25 May 2016.

Thomas Becket (1118-1170), Archbishop of Canterbury, once Anouilh’s play Becket or The Honor of God, which was later adapted into the film The eternal triangle - Telegraph Becket or The Honour of God is a play written in French by Jean Anouilh. It is a depiction of the conflict between Thomas Becket and King Henry II of England. Becket or, The honor of God. (Becket, ou l’honneur de Dieu) - Shodhganga

The final scene of this Jean Anouilh classic drama shows a beautiful life and death of Becket or The Honor of God - Beverly Hills Playhouse 18 May 2007. There are some who believe that history is history and fiction is fiction and they should never mingle. Those who think this way see no place for Becket, or, The Honor of God in their society. Becket, or, The Honor of God - Drama Online If William Shakespeare had lived in our time, he would have written plays similar to “Becket.” Indeed, “Becket” reminds me of “Julius Caesar”—simple, direct, with Becket: Or the Honor of God: Amazon.co.uk: Jean Anouilh.


Texts on IMDb: Memorable quotes and exchanges from movies, TV series and more. Becket - Wikipedia 6 Sep 2008. The final scene of this Jean Anouilh classic drama shows a naked King Henry II of England crying out, Is the honor of God washed clean? Becket, or, The Honor of God - Drama Online If William Shakespeare had lived in our time, he would have written plays similar to “Becket.” Indeed, “Becket” reminds me of “Julius Caesar”—simple, direct, with Becket or The Honor of God - Amazon.co.uk: Jean Anouilh.

Becket by Jean Anouilh - BrothersJudd.com

French dramatist who combines in himself an absurdist, an existentialist and a classic writer. Anouilh’s famous play has been an adornment to the world’s stages for a good half-century and more. Becket or The Honor of God with Kierekegaard: A Kierkegaardian View of the Play - Shodhganga

The honor of God. Becket or The Honor of God: An Interpretative Myth. Jean Anouilh is one of the leading French dramatists whose plays have been produced on both sides of the Atlantic. Becket or the Honor of God - PRX - Piece - Becket or The Honor of God - The celebrated play that draws its basis from the life of Thomas Becket and King Henry II of England.

Becket, or, The honor of God summary - Drama - Two Men Acting Scenes · Drama - Two Men Acting Scenes; Becket or the honor of god / Review of Jean Anouilh’s Becket or The Honor of God. Becket, or, The honor of God: A Staged Reading. Series:Performing Arts Series. LA. Theatre Works presents Susan Albert Loewenberg. Becket or the honor of god - Beverly Hills Playhouse 18 May 2007. There are some who believe that history is history and fiction is fiction and they should never mingle. Those who think this way see no place for Becket, or, The Honor of God in their society. Becket, or, The Honor of God - Drama Online If William Shakespeare had lived in our time, he would have written plays similar to “Becket.” Indeed, “Becket” reminds me of “Julius Caesar”—simple, direct, with Becket or The Honor of God - Amazon.co.uk: Jean Anouilh.
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Becket, or, The honor of God summary - Drama - Two Men Acting Scenes · Drama - Two Men Acting Scenes; Becket or the honor of god / Review of Jean Anouilh’s Becket or The Honor of God. Becket, or, The honor of God: A Staged Reading. Series:Performing Arts Series. LA. Theatre Works presents Susan Albert Loewenberg. Becket or the honor of god - Beverly Hills Playhouse 18 May 2007. There are some who believe that history is history and fiction is fiction and they should never mingle. Those who think this way see no place for Becket, or, The Honor of God in their society. Becket, or, The Honor of God - Drama Online If William Shakespeare had lived in our time, he would have written plays similar to “Becket.” Indeed, “Becket” reminds me of “Julius Caesar”—simple, direct, with Becket or The Honor of God - Amazon.co.uk: Jean Anouilh.
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